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The three-to-five order-of-magnitude performance gap between durable storage (HDDs and SSDs) and volatile memory (DRAM) has resulted in very different interfaces. Persistent data typically is stored in a database or in a file system and accessed through a high-level abstraction such as a query language or API. Due to the high latency of the storage media, these interfaces favor transferring a large quantity of data at each interaction. Programming languages, in contrast, offer direct access to (transient) data in DRAM.

Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) eliminates the performance gap between durable and volatile storage, but using NVM requires changes to programming models. Technologies such as ReRAM [1, 22], PCM [13, 20], and STT-RAM [11] are a new storage media, albeit with an interface and performance characteristics similar to DRAM. These memories retain data after a power shutdown and are likely to be widely deployed in servers in the near future.

NVM requires new programming models to ensure that the persistent storage is left in a recoverable state after an unexpected or abrupt program failure. Durable atomic blocks cause a program to atomically transition between consistent states, each of which can be recorded in NVM and used to restart reliably after a crash [2–6, 8–10, 12, 14, 17, 21, 23, 24].

Capturing a running application’s consistent state is, however, only part of recovery. The persistent heap will be used after a restart, which means that it must be put into a state that is consistent in the new environment that exists when the application resumes execution. Consider, for example, a persistent key-value store in which each entry contains a pointer to a network connection to a client [16]. The connection is not valid when the program restarts. Recovery should at least discard the old connections to avoid an access to a stale pointer. Sockets, locks, and thread IDs are other, inherently transient fields that are invalid after recovery. These fields are often intermixed with persistent fields in an object, which requires recovery to distinguish the two types of fields and to discard or reinitialize stale, transient values.

Persistent fields containing pointers to other durable objects also become invalid if recovery maps the durable heap to a different location in memory. Currently, operating systems do not guarantee that a persistent heap can be mapped by the mmap system call to the same address as before a crash. If the mapping changes, pointers to persistent objects become invalid. Furthermore, program code is also not guaranteed to reside at the same locations as before a crash. Most operating systems, in fact, use address space layout randomization (ASLR) to implement the opposite behavior by placing code at a different virtual address for each execution. Disabling ASLR is possible but reduces security. ASLR affects function pointers (C), virtual table pointers (C++), and read-only data (e.g., string literals).

Fixing these problems after a crash is a significant burden on a programmer. To clear and reinitialize transient fields and update pointers, the programmer must iterate over all live durable objects and update pointers. Failure to find an object (or iterating over an object more than once) is often a subtle error. These operations violate encapsulation as the recovery code must be aware of an object’s internal structure (and be updated as an object’s fields evolve). Recovery cannot be implemented using an object’s methods as the virtual table needs to be updated before these methods are invoked. For these reasons, existing NVM systems generally do not distinguish or reinitialize transient fields and some use self-relative offsets instead of direct pointers [9, 18]. Offsets are more costly and incompatible with standard libraries.¹

In this paper, we present a C++ language extension for NVM reconstruction, the process of reestablishing the consistency of data structures stored in NVM in the environment in which an application is being restarted. NVMReconstruction enables a programmer to label a field as transient so that after a restart, the restored instances of this field will be zeroed. More complex recovery is also supported through type-specific recovery methods that can reinitialize transient fields in arbitrary ways. More importantly, programs written with NVMReconstruction use conventional data and code pointers, and the system automatically updates these pointers if the location of the persistent heap or the code segment changes.

NVMReconstruction also supports upgrading objects. Durable objects are not discarded when an application terminates and they may live for a long time. However, when an application stops and restarts, it can invoke a newer version of the application code. This upgrade can create a mismatch between the new code and the objects in the persistent heap. In particular, the new code may append fields to a class, and an object might expand beyond the space allocated to it. NVMReconstruction supports code upgrading by relocating an object to a larger space and redirecting pointers to the object’s new location.²

To reduce fragmentation of the persistent heap, NVMReconstruction implements offline NVM compaction. Our compaction algorithm is similar to a (fault-tolerant) copying garbage-collector, but it runs between executions of an application, so that when compaction is running, the application is not. Thus, compaction imposes no restrictions on code generation.

NVMReconstruction consists of a Clang/LLVM extension and a runtime library. The compiler extension implements our C++ language annotations and emits type information for each class and struct. To track runtime types, our extension modifies the

¹For C programs, using offsets requires pervasive code modifications at pointer dereferences. For C++, dereferencing can be hidden by operator overloading, but pointer declaration must be modified. In both cases, offsets are slower than direct references.

²Other changes, such as deleting or reordering fields, are beyond this work and require application-specific modifications [15].
existing object format by adding an 8-byte header to hold a type identifier. The runtime also records additional execution-specific information in NVM that it uses for reconstruction and compaction. Reconstruction runs concurrently and lazily with an application, which allows an application to restart and respond quickly, without the long latency from updating the entire persistent heap.

1 PRESERVING OBJECT SEMANTICS

In this section, we discuss the challenges in using objects to store durable data. For each of these difficulties, we also describe existing solutions and enumerate their shortcomings.

1.1 Transient Fields

Traditional durable storage interfaces, such as databases, only support durable data and offer no means to distinguish transient data that exists for a single execution of a program. In contrast, when using an NVM heap, durable and transient data will be intermixed.

Consider, for example, locks. A lock is not reusable after the termination of a program. Still, it is a common programming practice to put a lock in an object and to use it to synchronize accesses [7]. Sockets, process (or thread) IDs, and file descriptors are similar transient data that are typically kept with an object. Preservation of transient data in a durable object creates two problems. First, after re-execution, an application might incorrectly assume that a transient field is still usable. Second, even if it is possible to detect that a value is invalid, every method must explicitly check if every durable object is well-formed. This introduces runtime overhead and creates unnecessarily complex code.

1.2 Heap and Code Pointer Relocation

Persistent objects containing direct pointers to other persistent objects or to code are vulnerable to the relocation of the heap and of the code segments.

Heap Relocation. The layout of an address space can change when the operating system or libraries are updated or when a program runs under a debugger, profiler, or another runtime tool. The operating system can remap the NVM memory to a different location in virtual memory than the one in the initial execution. If durable data contains direct pointers to persistent data, these pointers are invalidated when NVM memory is mapped to a different location.

Code Relocation. Code segments can also be loaded at a different virtual address than the prior execution when libraries are loaded at different addresses, code is reorganized by address-space layout randomization (ASLR) [19], or a program is modified by a developer.

Direct pointers to methods and functions are common in data structures but forbidden in existing NVM-specific durable storage systems. The most prevalent example of code pointers is the Virtual Table Pointer (VTP) used by C++ to implement virtual methods.
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